Abstract-The problem of cloud tracking within a sequence of geo-stationary satellite images has direct relevance to the analysis of cloud life cycles and to the detection of cloud motion vectors (CMVs). The proposed approach first identifies a homogeneous consistent cloud mass for tracking and then establishes motion correspondence within an image sequence. In contrast to the crosscorrelation based approach as adopted in automatic CMV detection analysis, a scale space classifier is designed to detect cloud mass in the source image taken at time t and the destination image at time + . Boundaries of the extracted cloud segments are matched by computing a correspondence between high curvature points. This shape based method is capable of tracking in the cases of rotation, scaling, and shearing, while the correlation technique is limited to translational motion. The final tracking results provide motion magnitude and direction for each contour point, allowing reliable estimation of meteorological events and wind velocities aloft. With comparable computational expense, the scale space classification technique exceeds the performance of the traditional correlation-based approach in terms of reduced localization error and false matches.
I. INTRODUCTION
S PATIO-TEMPORAL analysis of meteorological events is an important part of routine numerical weather analysis. In that context, a cloud tracking method is presented here for a sequence of geostationary satellite images. Given a pair of remotely sensed images, captured at a fixed time interval (typically, 30 min), the objective is to derive motion vectors associated with the cloud mass. This correspondence process is a useful precursor to cloud motion vector (CMV) studies and spatio-temporal analysis of cloud life cycles. The spatio-temporal life cycle includes the generation, dissipation and assimilation of clouds that can be observed in a sequence of geostationary satellite images.
Cloud tracking is an example of motion analysis of deformable shapes in a sequence of monocular images. In the absence of any meteorological disturbance, an assumption of path and shape coherence of the cloud mass between subsequent image frames is tenable given a relatively short ( 1 h) duration of observation.
The tracking of clouds involves two major subproblems. First, a homogeneous cloud mass needs to be detected for tracking. The detection of the cloud mass boundary is essentially a problem of image segmentation, and a scale-sensitive image classification approach is introduced in this paper to S. T. Acton is with the Department of Electrical Engineering, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22904 USA (e-mail: acton@virginia.edu).
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achieve this objective. The classification is performed on a scale space representation of the satellite imagery generated using area-based morphological operators. This classifier detects homogeneous cloud segments with minimum intra-segment classification error. The scale space approach gives improved segment integrity over the fixed-scale approach. The second subproblem is the evaluation of motion vectors. In this case, feature points are specified on the boundary of an extracted cloud segment. These feature points are points of inflection on the contour that remain almost stable (maintain curvature properties) over a brief period of observation. A cost function that enforces both path and shape coherence properties of these feature points is minimized in order to establish correspondences between feature points.
The organization of the paper is as follows. In the next section we review the related work in the literature. This is followed by a description of the image segmentation technique in Section III. Section IV presents the process of generating motion vectors. In Section V, results of cloud tracking from the geostationary satellite images are provided, followed by concluding remarks.
II. BACKGROUND
Cloud classification techniques have attracted considerable attention. A review of such schemes is provided in [18] . A multispectral classification of meteorological satellite images using a pixel-clustering algorithm is described in [19] . A number of cloud segmentation approaches have used pixel-wise neural-network-based classifiers that exploit textural and spectral features [13] , [20] , [25] , [30] . In contrast, we have developed an area-based, shape-preserving morphological segmentation scheme for cloud extraction. Since our primary objective is cloud tracking, we are interested in detecting a homogeneous cloud mass which remains almost consistent during the period of observation and then extracting the cloud segment boundary. Using a pixelwise classification with a predetermined set of cloud classes results in a number of extraneous segments (minor regions) that lack significance for cloud tracking. Such details also increase the occurrence of intrasegment classification error. The proposed area morphological operators generate a scale space. The scale space contains a coarse-to-fine collection of image representations, for the input imagery, where the scale is defined as a function of the area of connected components within image level sets. The conventional classification schemes are adapted to classify the scale space of the remotely sensed imagery. In Section III, a detailed description of the segmentation process is given.
Cloud tracking is of interest to meteorologists particularly in the estimation of wind velocity. Furthermore, tracking could provide valuable information with respect to growth, dissipation and disintegration of cloud masses that transport pollu-tants. The complexity of the cloud tracking problem stems from the fact that clouds are deformable in nature, and hence the principles of rigid motion cannot be utilized naively [27] . The most common technique for tracking meteorological structures is the cross-correlation-based approach. For example, in [8] , cross-correlation values at the inflection points of cloud contour were used in cloud tracking.
The maximum cross-correlation measure and template matching using a Euclidean measure are, by and large, adopted by different operational agencies for CMV analysis [9] , [10] . The major motivation for using correlation is computational simplicity. In the cases of bias and normalization of intensity profiles, the Euclidean distance based matching of source and target regions may yield better results. A detailed qualitative and quantitative comparison of these two methods is given in [7] . Fully automated cloud drift wind estimation is reported by NESDIS [17] . The NESDIS operational system includes tracer selection, height assignment, tracking, and a quality control step. Selection of the tracer involves estimation of local intensity gradient and a spatial coherence analysis in the target image. The coherent cloud mass is then assigned a height based on the numerical forecast model of the vertical atmospheric temperature profile. This height assignment in turn assigns a numerical forecast of the wind to predict the position of the search domain in the destination image for the particular tracer under consideration. A correspondence for tracking is then established by a cross-correlation technique. A broad summary of the status and development of operational GOES wind products is presented in [6] .
The major limitation of the correlation approach is that the correlation surface between the image sequence is typically multimodal (due to nonuniqueness of internal intensity features within the cloud mass) and thus difficult to interpret. Also, the cloud mass under observation typically undergoes not only translation but also rotation and scaling (and possibly shearing), which cannot be accommodated by basic correlation techniques. In light of these drawbacks, [29] has proposed a combination of correlation and relaxation labeling to improve the result of correlation based CMV analysis. Our solution focuses on the tracking of cloud boundary features, instead of correlating unreliable internal intensity features.
The fully automated NESDIS CMV detection system requires a number of parameters such as a threshold for estimating the coherency of the cloud mass, parameters for assigning cloud top temperature, and a threshold for selecting maximum cross-correlation measure. Most of the parameters are empirically determined and tested for an exhaustive set of conditions. However, no attempt has been made to incorporate cloud shape information in establishing a correspondence between the source and destination images.
Reference [4] has modeled the atmospheric disturbances with geometric shapes such as logarithmic spirals. A shape based tracking method is then applied, which depends on the presence of specific geometric shapes in the satellite image. Newland et al. have used definition of a fuzzy object to extract homogeneous cloud masses and to relate closely spaced CMV for improved correlation based CMV results [16] . Reference [5] has defined a cost path for tracking using the minimal geodesic norm between the contours of cloud observed at 30-min intervals. However, they have indicated that geometric properties such as curvature information in a small neighborhood of the contour should be incorporated in the cost function. In the proposed approach, points of inflection on the contour are used for cloud tracking. It is assumed that the amount of deformation is marginal at or close to these high curvature points. The proposed cost function measures the path and shape coherence of these feature points in an image sequence. As opposed to conventional tracking approaches [22] , the correspondence between feature points of image sequence is limited by an ordering constraint and is established by generating an interpolated contour. The correspondence algorithm is detailed in Section IV.
III. CLOUD SEGMENTATION
In our point-based approach, cloud tracking is implemented on the segmented boundaries of the cloud masses. Cloud segmentation is achieved through scale space classification, where a set of scaled images (a scale space) is constructed using shape preserving area morphological operators. In the next section, some basic definitions and properties of this scale space are discussed. This discussion is followed by the introduction of scale space classification approach. To achieve a classification within the scale space, a clustering technique must be adapted specifically for the scale space. The fuzzy c-means (FCM) clustering approach is used to achieve this objective. The proposed classification technique is defined as scale space fuzzy c-means (SSFCM) clustering. Finally the computational complexity of the proposed segmentation approach is discussed.
A. Area Open-Close Scale Space
Scale is an important feature in cloud tracking. At the finest scale, pixel-wise methods can be adversely affected by noise and insignificant internal cloud features. We choose area morphological operators to provide scaled versions of the remotely sensed imagery. The area morphological operators can provide scaled image representations (that constitute a scale space) without distorting the region boundaries. Since our cloud tracking method operates on the region boundaries, the area morphological operators are well matched to our tracking technique.
The area morphological operators are founded on level set theory. In a threshold decomposition of the image , an associated level set is a set of pixels that meet a given threshold if . For a discrete range of K intensities, an image can be decomposed into K level sets where (1) Typically, for an eight-bit gray level image, K . Therefore, such an image will have 256 different level sets. Each such level set consists of connected components of "on" pixels (pixel value 1) where and "off" pixels (pixel value 0) where . This representation forms a three-dimensional (3-D) stack of 256 level set (binary) matrices. The intensity of the image at position ( ) may be defined by the highest (in terms of ) level for which ( ) is a member, as depicted in (1). With the area morphological filters, we essentially process each level set independently as a binary image. Then, using (1), we can define a grayscale output image. With respect to a given level set , an area open operator, denoted by , removes all connected components within the level set that do not have a minimum area of s. Here, removal signifies replacement of the connected component with pixel value zero, if one views a level set as a binary (0/1 valued) image. An area close operator, denoted by , removes connected components in the complemented level set that do not possess the minimum area s. Applied to each level set in the image (for each intensity in the range of possible intensities), area open removes small bright objects, while area close removes small dark objects in an image [21] . The area open-close (AOC) operator, denoted by , is defined as the concatenation of the area open and close operators. Thus, the AOC operator is able to control the scale of both positive-going bright objects and negative-going dark objects.
The AOC operation is illustrated using a small 10 10 matrix, shown in Fig. 1(a) . An example level set of the image of Fig. 1(a) , at intensity value greater or equal to 225, is shown in Fig. 1 , this location has a value of zero while all its neighbors have value one. During the area close operation, the complement of level set is taken when the pixel value at row one, column eight becomes unity-valued, while the neighbors change to zero. The length of the connected component at row one, column eight in the complement of is less than scale s and is removed (replaced by zero in the complement set). Hence this location in is now changed to one instead of its original value zero. This forces the stray pixel at row one column eight to take the value of 226 when all 256 level sets are added together. Note that both area open and close operation encourages homogeneous region to grow by removing stray pixels and connected components less than the prespecified scale. Reconstructing via (1), the final AOC processed image for the input image in Fig. 1(a) is shown in Fig. 1(c) . Fig. 2(a) shows a noisy synthetic image. Results of the AOC operation on this image at scales 100 and 500 are shown in Fig. 2(b) and (c), respectively. These examples show the scaling and noise reduction capabilities of area morphology in qualitative terms.
The scale space contains images corresponding to a scale . To guarantee that new features are not created with increased scale, the scaled representations are defined recursively (2) where is the next coarser scale representation in the scale space after . The initial scale representation is the original input image.
The use of the AOC scale space for classification is motivated by several attractive properties. Excluding error due to discretization, the scaling method is invariant to translation and rotation. Hence, an input image rotated or translated should result in an equivalently rotated, translated scale space representation. The AOC scale space is also causal [14] in the sense that new regions are not introduced at coarser scales. If the scaling method introduced new objects (new connected components within an image level set), the scale space classification could produce false regions in the classification. Because our cloud tracking technique utilizes the cloud contours, the preservation of edge locations is also important. In contrast to linear techniques such as Gaussian filtering and nonlinear techniques such as traditional morphological filtering, the AOC-generated scale space preserves the location of level lines (connected component boundaries) through scale.
An illustration of these properties is provided in Fig. 2 . The AOC processing results in Fig. 2(b) and (c) at scales 100 and 500 have removed the noise and objects that do not meet the specified minimum scale. This scaling is achieved without distorting the edges of the significant objects and without generating any new objects. Now, we discuss the use of the AOC scale space in classifying the cloud imagery for tracking.
B. Scale Space Classification
The idea behind using the scale space for classification is that the set of scaled representations allows objects of similar intensity and similar scale characteristics to be clustered together. It is important to note that this is not simply a matter of treating scale as an additional classification parameter. In fact, a pixel in the image may be a member of multiple objects of different scales. For cloud imagery, this property holds. We often view several layers of clouds and several cloud components simultaneously in the same remotely sensed image.
For a scale space , we inspect the intensity at position and scale s through scale space. We call the scale space vector at ; it is a one-dimensional signal parameterized by scale s. The scale space classifier clusters pixels in the input imagery according to the similarity between scale space vectors.
Clustering, discussed in Section III-C, groups pixels in the image according to a distance from a cluster center (or cluster mean). The distance between scale space vector and a cluster mean for class is given by (3) where is the set of scales in the scale space. The scale space classifier improves upon the traditional fixed scale classifier in two ways. First, if two pixels were members of cloud components of different scales, but had similar intensities, the two pixels would be clustered in the same class for the fixed scale case. But, for the scale space classifier, the distance between these two points would increase in scale space, since one point would be altered before the other (as the scales of the cloud components are different). So, the scale space classifier avoids clustering pixels that are similar in intensity, but are not physically similar in the sense of region scale similarity.
The second case in which the scale space classifier excels concerns intra-object classification error. Given an object in the image, such as a cloud, the entire object should be classified into one class. If noise or subtle variation of intensity in the input image exists, then two pixels in the same object may be clustered into different classes for the fixed-scale classification approach. However, with the scale space classifier, the difference in intensity between the two pixels in the same object will decrease as scale is increased. For example, a fixed-scale classification of Fig. 2(a) would result in classifying the interior objects (inside the large objects) as separate objects. Using the AOC-scaled image shown in Fig. 2(c) , the two distinct objects could be effectively extracted.
C. Clustering Algorithm
For both the fixed-scale case and the scale space classifier, the pixels are grouped based on a similarity measure. Traditionally, both parametric and nonparametric classification schemes are used for remote sensing applications [23] . Due to the possibility of a single pixel belonging to different objects at various scales, we have adopted an unsupervised fuzzy c-means classifier [3] . The fuzzy -means technique allows fuzzy membership to multiple classes for a single pixel.
The goal of the fuzzy -means clustering algorithm may be stated as minimizing the squared distance between the pixel intensities (or scale space vectors) and their respective cluster centers. For a set of cluster centers and partition of the image into classes, we seek to minimize (4) For the scale space vector at location , the measure is the distance between the scale space vector and the th cluster center . In the fixed scale case, this distance is computed between the intensity and the cluster center . The squared distances are weighted by the fuzzy membership value of each scale space vector for the ith class. For every scale space vector , the error criterion is minimized subject to the conditions and , where is the domain of the image. Iterative updating of the cluster centers and membership values is implemented according the FCM guidelines in [3] . The update of the membership values and cluster centers is terminated when insignificant (1-2% of the current value) changes in are observed between consecutive iterations. Then, the fuzzy class membership is defuzzified by selecting the highest class membership for each image location.
The scale space classification approach improves upon the fixed-scale approach in terms of classification error and intra-object classification error. On five tracking image examples tested with accompanying ground truth data, the scale space approach provided between 10% and 20% decrease in overall classification error, compared to fixed scale fuzzy c-means classification. In terms of the intra-object classification error (instances of classifying an object into two or more classes), the scale space approach again provided improvements in the range of 10 to 20%.
Various approaches [12] , [24] have been attempted for determining the number of potential classes. However, the straightforward intensity histogram based technique works well for cloud imagery. Because of the reasonable contrast of the cloud image, the number of peaks in the intensity histogram corresponds to the number of classes present in the image. The number of significant maxima in the image histogram automatically determines the number of classes [26] and can be used for operational purposes.
In summary, the AOC scale space allows a meaningful clustering that can be exploited in the case of cloud tracking. The scale space preserves properties that are important for cloud tracking, including the preservation and localization of contours that are used for cloud tracking. Furthermore, the AOC scale space does not introduce new segments (artifacts) with increased scale. In the next section, the method for cloud tracking, using the extracted segments, is detailed.
IV. CLOUD TRACKING
The cloud tracking process involves two specific steps: shape extraction and point correspondence. First, we determine the areas of homogeneous cloud mass in the geostationary satellite images at time t and . After scale space classification is applied, we extract the segments with average intensities above the average intensity of the (cloudless) background. The cloudless background represents the pixel intensities corresponding to the landmass and water bodies as seen in a subjectively labeled cloud-free satellite image. For operational use in the case of an IR image, the cloud class with maximum brightness (consequently with minimum temperature) is selected for tracking. Table I gives the mean brightness for each class used in the example sequence.
A set of feature points on the contour of this segment yields the candidate points that are used to generate motion vectors. These feature points are points of inflection along the contour. The next step in cloud tracking involves establishing correspondence between these feature points of the images at time and . Let contours of cloud segments detected at time and be labeled as source and destination contours and denoted by and , respectively. Points of inflection are determined on and by fitting polygon chains and computing points of maximal curvature change. The point coordinates are stored in sets and after counter-clockwise scanning of the contours and , respectively. These points of inflections are preserved even after projective image transformation [15] , [28] .
The problem of tracking is posed as a correspondence between and . This correspondence is established by minimizing a cost functional based on disparities between and . The selection of cost function is guided by following principles 1) The function should be nonnegative.
2) The function should impose an ordering constraint in case of potential matches between and . For example, for a feature point on the source contour , there are three potential matches on the destination contour: , and (in a specific counter-clockwise order). Given a match between and is not allowed to match with . Thus, the spatial ordering of the matched points is not violated.
3) The function should enforce both path and shape coherence between the contours. In the absence of any meteorological disturbances, the deformation is assumed to be smooth. The path coherence encourages potential matches based on a minimum distance measure. The shape coherence is measured as the minimum deformation between the destination contour and an interpolated contour based on potential matches between and . Next we detail the implementation of the interpolated contour. Given the above principles, the correspondence is determined by minimizing the following cost function: (5) where is the distance measure for a possible match, given possible matches for each of the points on the source contour. The parameter is the sum of distance between the interpolated contour and for a possible match between . The weight parameter can be computed using the cross-validation technique [2] .
To minimize the cost function (5), a computationally expensive, combinatorial search strategy is avoided using an ordering constraint. The potential matches of are limited to immediate neighbors in (both in the clockwise and counter clockwise directions). The absolute minimum of for all such cases provides the best possible match.
To analyze the movement of contour points that are not inflection points, an interpolated contour is computed. The interpolated contour is generated using, following steps. a) For , potential correspondences between , consider a unit mass particle that is accelerating from to with a zero initial velocity. The tension at could be evaluated from the knowledge of time of travel and the distance between and . Therefore, for any two consecutive points of inflection on the source contour, and , tensions and could be estimated. b) For contour pixels between and , the tension at every point could be estimated from a combination of tensions and . The tension at a contour point lies between and , and is computed using , where, the weight is the normalized distance between contour points and . c) The interpolated contour is computed along the normal at each source contour point from the tension at every point and the time interval between the source and the destination contour.
So, minimization of the cost functional allows a correspondence to be established between inflection points. The correspondence of noninflection points is interpolated using a tension model. In Section V, results are given that demonstrate the combination of scale space classification and contour matching. 
V. RESULTS
Two GOES image triplet sequences are used to demonstrate and compare our cloud tracking results with the CMVs generated by the NOAA/NESDIS operational procedure. The data collected depict two distinct cloud movements. From each image triplet, we have generated two cloud tracking results for each 30 min interval. The efficacy of the proposed technique is demonstrated by checking the consistency between these two results produced by our algorithm. Also, results of our method are compared with the correlation based method results. Finally, the results are compared with NOAA/NESDIS high-density CMV results for the cloud patch under observation.
Sequence I, shown in Fig. 3(a) -(c), consists of subimages from three 30 min GOES 8 East Conus sector IR images acquired on August 16th, 2000 taken at 0215Z, 0245Z, and 0315Z, respectively. The resolution of the GOES 8 imagery is 8 km. For Sequence I, the clouds shown are of the cumulonimbus variety, under observation over a region subjected to tropical continental air circulation. This region is located from 40 N latitude to just above the tropic of Cancer [11] . The vast dry areas of Texas, Mexico, New Mexico, and Arizona generate hot, dry, tropical continental air. This air mixes with tropical maritime airflow from the Pacific and generates a swirling wind flow pattern. The cloud tracking result developed using the point based method corroborates such development. This is further observed in the images of the same cloud mass taken beyond 0315Z h. Fig. 4(a)-(c) are the identical IR images of GOES 8 East Conus sector taken at 0345Z, 0415Z, and 0445Z, respectively. The main cloud mass shifts toward the north (up in the image) against polar continental cold currents due to the swirling action of tropical continental air during late summer.
For Sequence I, the corresponding AOC scale space images at scale s are shown in Fig. 5(a) -(c) with the corresponding SSFCM results in Fig. 6(a)-(c) . As defined in Section III, the unit of scale defines the minimum number of connected pixels in an image level set. 1 In this case, corresponds to 8000 km . Note that these images are classified into three classes. As stated earlier, the cluster of pixels with maximum intensity corresponding to minimum temperature is considered as the cloud mass to be tracked in this sequence of images. Notice the improvement of image segmentation result compared to the output obtained from straightforward imple- 1 This scale could be interpreted in terms of the spatial resolution of satellite image. In the case of the GOES imager, spatial resolution at nadir is 4 km except for the bands at (0.55-0.75) and (6.5-7.0) m where the resolution is 1 and 8 km, respectively. So, for 4 km resolution, one pixel = 16 km in actual area.
So, the units of scale s can be multiplied by 16 km to assess physical meaning. mentation of FCM image classification technique as shown in Fig. 7 . The boundaries used for tracking in the point based method are shown in Fig. 8 , while the vectors representing cloud motion are depicted in Fig. 9 . For visualization, direction vectors of uniform length (five-pixels in this case) are drawn starting at every point of inflection on the source contour and pointing toward corresponding point of inflection on the destination contour. Naturally, in some cases, direction vectors end in desti- Fig. 3(a) using the proposed point based tracking method. Here, the cloud motion is considered between Fig. 3(a) and (b). The squares are inflection points on the source contour, and the asterisks are points of inflection on the destination contour. (b) Direction vectors shown superimposed on Fig. 3(b) using the proposed point based tracking method. The cloud motion is tracked between Fig. 3(b) and (c).
nation points that are within five-pixel distance from the corresponding source points. Also, for marginal deformation of cloud shape, some source points almost coincide with the destination points. Note that while each direction vector is pointing to a destination point, in some cases there are destination points that do not have direction vectors pointing to them. This is due to the mismatch of number of point of inflections in source and destination contours. Also note that during the period of observation, new points of inflection may be generated in the destination contour with no correspondence with any of the points of inflection on the source contour.
In Fig. 10 , the results for the traditional correlation based approach are given. Here, the standard operational procedure is applied to detect the maximal cross correlation. Correlation is evaluated for a 15 15 pixel mask around the (source) control point and the mask of identical size within the search window of 61 61 pixels (assuming presence of medium to high clouds) . CMVs shown in high density cloud drift wind result for Sequence I. This is a GOES 8 product from the NOAA/NESDIS forecast product development team at 0300Z on August 16, 2000. in the destination image [17] . The search window centers in the destination image are the same as those of the control points of source contour. Fig. 11 gives the GOES East hemispheric (75 W Long) cloud drift wind result at 0300Z on August 16th, 2000 for the cloud mass under observation. This image provides the experimental high density cloud drift motion vectors generated in every three hourly interval by NOAA/NESDIS forecast product development team. The result is available for the full disk GOES image and is divided in 12 sectors.
To show the consistency of the method, a second sequence (Sequence II) is used off the Florida coast between 80-85 longitude and 25-30 latitude for the same day at 0215Z, 0245Z, and 0315Z, shown in Fig. 12 . In Sequence II, the clouds are developing into a cirro-cumulus formation. This region is active with various atmospheric phenomena such as the local warm currents due to Caribbean and Gulf streams from SE to NW and from S to NE off the Florida coast. The current mixes with tropical maritime air from Atlantic generating swirling movements toward the E or NE. Such swirling cloud movement is evident in the cloud tracking analysis results from the point based method. The results are supported by subsequent frames in the image sequence shown in Fig. 13(a) -(c) respectively, (acquired at 0345Z, 0415Z, and 0445Z, respectively).
Using the AOC, the images in Sequence II are scaled at scale s (Fig. 14) . The three-class SSFCM results are given in Fig. 15 . Again, the efficiency of cloud mass extraction using SSFCM is clear compared to the corresponding results obtained using FCM classification process as shown in Fig. 16 . In Fig. 17 , the boundaries used for cloud tracking by the point based method are provided. The motion vectors developed using the point based algorithm are shown in Fig. 18(a) and (b) . For comparison, the motion vectors based on the correlation based method are shown in Fig. 19(a) and (b) . Again, the corresponding NOAA/NESDIS CMV result for the cloud mass under observation is given in Fig. 20 . We compare the tracking results from the point based and correlation based methods with the NESDIS high density cloud drift wind results. The mean square error (MSE) between motion vectors of the proposed method and the CMVs derived by NESDIS approach is calculated and shown in Table II . To calculate the MSE, the motion vectors within a neighborhood (20 20 pixels) of a given derived CMV (from the NESDIS result) are considered for both methods. As shown in Table II, a longer period is not sustained. This has resulted in marginal inconsistencies of wind flow directions observed in Fig. 9(a) and (b). This is particularly concentrated near the bottom right corner of the cloud mass. In the subsequent pictures of this sequence, it is observed that the shear in this cloud shape has originated from that location.
We note that the NESDIS result and the correlation based result derived in this paper exhibit differences in certain points of inflection on the contour. We have followed the NESDIS suggested template sizes for the correlation based tracking result [17] . However, the NESDIS result is subjected to stringent automatic quality control operations inclusive of the objective editing system for refining the CMVs calculated from the preliminary correlation result. In contrast, our result reflects only the maximum cross-correlation measure between source and the destination mask. The operational NESDIS CMV detection procedure is also verified with respect to collocated rawinsondes data and speed and directional biases are adjusted based on monthly collocation statistics [17] . The other important point in this context is that the correlation based results developed in this paper are derived from images at half hourly sequence. The corresponding NOAA/NESDIS results shown are developed at three 60-min intervals.
To further compare the new point based cloud tracking approach with the conventional correlation based approach, we conducted additional experiments with full disk GOES images. An example GOES 10 IR image sequence is used from May 31st, 2001. Ten representative cloud masses are observed in the sequence, and a total of 365 cloud contour points describing the shape of the clouds are tracked. To compare the internal consistency, the coefficient of variation (standard deviation divided by mean) is computed for magnitude and direction for both methods within each cloud structure (see Table III ). In seven of ten cases, the point based method was more consistent in magnitude, and in six of ten cases, the point based method was more consistent in direction. The correlation in magnitude and direction between the point based for each cloud grouping is shown in Table IV . The methods are more highly correlated in magnitude (average correlation of 0.49) than in direction (average correlation of 0.39). Due to the ability of the point based method to track high curvature points, the point based method can track a given high curvature point more reliably, which decreases the false detections that lead to errors in computing the direction of motion. We have implemented the area morphology operations and the clustering algorithms on a SUN Ultra 10 with 64 MB RAM. We utilize a fast pyramidal implementation of the AOC operation [1] that is 1000 times faster than the standard level set implementation. For all images used in this paper, the fast AOC algorithm requires less than 1 s of processing time. For the fuzzy -means based classification technique, the execution time needed to produce Figs. 3 and 5 is less than 2 s, while the execution time is less than 1 s for Fig. 4 . With the current implementation of establishing a correspondence between the source and destination contour curvature points for cloud tracking, the execution time is less than 2 s. In comparison, the correlation algorithm requires approximately 3 s each for Figs. 3-5, which is comparable to the overall expense of the scale space classification method. Given a search area of pixels and a template size of pixels, the correlation approach will increase in complexity as . The fast AOC operation, however, has an complexity [1] . In cases of high-resolution imagery with large search areas, the contour-based tracking method provided by the scale space classification will improve algorithm efficiency.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The paper presents an integrated approach to cloud tracking based on scale space classification. The area based morphological operator generates scale space representation of the image where unnecessary image details are eliminated and large scale segments of similar intensity characteristics are preserved. In images with objects of similar intensity and differing scale, the scale space classifier is able to distinguish between the objects where the traditional fixed scale classifier fails, producing classification errors. The results demonstrate that the scale space approach is superior to the fixed scale correlation approach at a comparable computational expense.
The process of tracking presented here relies on a set of high curvature points that have important invariant geometric properties. The tracking algorithm utilizes a point-based approach and, hence, is not constrained by the rotational and scaling invariance of intensity correlation-based approach. The path and shape coherence constraints embedded in the cost function are applicable to deformable shapes, such as clouds. The complexity of the cost function minimization problem is reduced by the use of the ordering constraint. An important future extension would involve the application of a predictor-corrector scheme for the tracking algorithm, over a number of images from geostationary satellite image sequences.
